


let’s begin

“...for the pilot in every enthusiast, 
  and the enthusiast in every pilot.”

 Welcome to airscape
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 Classy Lady. ‘Connie’ returns to 
Avalon (YMAV) under heavy skies, 
after a sortie on Day 5 of the 2009 
Australian International Airshow. 

‘Connie’ is VH-EAG, Lockheed 

airscape is a celebration of flying – for the pilot 
in every enthusiast, and the enthusiast in every 
pilot. Sound like you? Then keep reading.

Don’t look for a News section though. There isn’t 
one. We won’t even stick to your main area of 
interest. Instead, airscape is a way for you to 

discover all those great stories and images that 
aren’t in the news or on your radar. 

At the very least, it’ll show you what’s over your 
horizon. And at its very best, it’ll make you turn 
to your partner and say:  
See, THAT’S why I love aviation! 



joyrides

JOYRIDES

There are flying days

There are great flying days

And there days spent skimming  
the trees at over 100 km/h...

R IDGE RUNNER

Story © 2010 Tony Firmin 
This image © Tom Knauff



It’s a six hour drive from where I live in 
Toronto to the Ridge Soaring Gliderport 
near State College in Pennsylvania. 
I was making the trip in the last week of April 
(2010), chasing a cold front that could make for 
epic flights on the Allegheny Mountain Range. 

Ridge soaring is a special kind of thrill and the 
Allegheny ridges form one of the finest places in 
the world to do it. When the wind blows out of 
the north-west, you can fly for mile after mile 
within a few hundred feet of the ridge tops. 

A ‘perfect storm’

I had been watching the weather models for the 
last few days and a ‘perfect storm’ was about to 
occur. A low to the northeast of the area, was 
slowly moving off to the east and a high was 
moving in behind it. Therefore the winds were 
from the northwest and, at ridge height, would 
be about 20 knots the next day. 

The cold front was leading a parcel of cold air 
from Canada and would provide good thermals 
when needed. 

The downside was the temperature. It would be 
just above freezing while I was rigging the glider, 
and it would stay that cold at ridge height for the 
duration of the flight. 

Good job I remembered to throw in my thick 
socks. Pity I forgot my fleece!

If I could just find my glider...

I arrived at the Gliderport mid-afternoon and 
drove straight to my glider trailer which, to my 
horror, was no longer there. A folding lawn chair 
had taken its place! However I soon discovered 
that Mike Robison (God bless him) had decided 
to patch up a couple of nicks and my wing was 
sitting in his workshop with the new gel coat 
recently applied. 

Fortunately it was only the aileron and he agreed 
that I could put the wing back in the trailer that 
afternoon, to be ready for an early start the 
following morning. 

The big day

The big day began with a good breakfast at the 
Waffle Shop in State College – probably the last 
chance I’d have to eat for about twelve hours. As 
expected, the morning air was fresh; though in 
the valley I couldn’t feel the 20 knots I knew was 
blowing higher up. 

A group of pilots were already rigged and  
ready to launch when I arrived at 8:30. There  
was a thick layer of frost on the front of my 
trailer, and I felt glad I was wearing two shirts 
and warm pants. 
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PREVIOUS PAGE

Falling with style. Tom Knauff, of 
the Ridge Soaring Gliderport, sails 
his Duo Discus on the famous 
Allegheny ridge lift in fall. 

The Schempp-Hirth Duo Discus is 
a high performance cross country 
and competition glider, with a 20 
metre wingspan. 

If you’ve ever seen The Thomas 
Crowne Affair, Tom’s is the glider 
that features in the movie. 

© Courtesy of Tom Knauff   

“The man who flies an 
airplane ...must believe in 
the unseen.”

Richard Bach
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I let it be known that I was hoping to go to 
Cumberland, and wouldn’t mind one of the more 
experienced pilots showing me the way. André 
Pepin agreed to be my ‘guide’ in Delta Bravo, 
and we got on with preparing for the flight.

After a couple of hundred feet on the tow, the tug 
turned and flew towards the ridge at about a 45° 
angle, arriving just above the trees. I quickly 
discovered the benefit of departing with water 
ballast in my wing tanks – the turbulence upwind 
of the ridge was severe. It was a rough ride until 
we popped over the top into more laminar wind 
flow.

Not knowing what to expect and wanting to test 
my sustainer engine before leaving, I’d taken a 
high tow and started the engine as soon as I 
released from the tug. 

By the time the engine was shut down and 
retracted I was flying at about 700 feet above the 
ridge and André was just completing his launch.  
It was 10:45 and the task was on. We 
immediately started towards Altoona at 80 knots.

Bridging the gaps

On the lower part of the ridge, near the Tyrone 
gap, I felt a strong surge of lift and turned into it.  
I was encouraged to find it was a ridge thermal 
delivering consistent lift, then I pressed on to 
keep up with André. 
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PREVIOUS PAGE (TOP)

Aircraft. Tony’s single-seat Discus 
2CT, alongside its trailer at home 
base – York Soaring’s 200 acre 
field outside of Toronto. 

Sailplanes retain a feature many 
modern aircraft have lost – they 
still look like they love to fly.

© Courtesy of Tony Firmin

PREVIOUS PAGE (BELOW)

Airstrip. The beautiful setting 
provided at Ridge Soaring 
Gliderport, with the clubhouse 
deck looking across the grass field 
and sealed strip. 

It’s the perfect set up for launching 
and landing gliders, with a view 
straight out to the weather hitting 
the ridge beyond. 

© Courtesy of Tony Firmin
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Air. The horizon-to-horizon ridges 
force passing winds up in long 
lines of soaring lift. These cumulus 
puffs over the ridge at the glider- 
port are a tell-tale sign of rising air.  

© Courtesy of Tony Firmin
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The first gap at Altoona is reasonably easy; the 
continuation on the other side is lower and the 
gap isn’t all that wide. I used a thermal for a 
quick altitude top-up before leaving the Bald 
Eagle Ridge, then flew to the ridge on the other 
side. 

On the radio, I heard André complaining that he 
was way too light and wished he was carrying 
more water for ballast. Still, he was already far 
ahead and I really only caught an occasional 
glimpse of him in the distance.

Fortunately I caught up with him over the 
Bedford Gap, when the crossing meant we both 
had to circle in lift to climb. 

Looking ahead, I saw why I needed his help: 
There are three ridges and I didn’t know which 

one to choose. André advised that the middle 
ridge is higher but offers fewer landout options, 
making the lower ridge to windward a safer 
choice.

Beyond Hyndman, the ridge becomes rounded 
and flatter on top. Wondering which line to take,  
I first flew over the centre then tried upwind of 
the slope. That soon gave me the guidance I 
needed – and I quickly moved back in to the 
centre. 

Out of Pennsylvania altogether

We flew on and soon passed the Sacred Heart 
hospital at Cumberland, which is on top of 
Haystack Mountain, then crossed over to the 
ridge to the east. I turned in a thermal on the way 
across, and was reassured to find strong lift, 

BELOW

Endless wave. A view across  
the Allegheny Mountain Range, 
looking east, showing how truly 
extensive they are (in every 
direction!).

© Courtesy of Tony Firmin



even though the sky had become mainly 
overcast.
With André continuing to offer suggestions about 
when to climb we soon reach the Knobblies – an 
ominous sounding name to me, but there was no 
stopping us. Soon we’d flown past Keyser and 
out of Pennsylvania altogether. 
The more impressive mountains of West Virginia 
were rising ahead of us, and I was looking 
forward to stronger updrafts off the steeper 
terrain. 
Way too busy flying
It felt like lunchtime, but I realised that lunch 
wasn’t going to happen. Nor would I be taking 
any photos, as I’d hoped. The ride was still rough 
and I was way too busy flying. So I focused on 
keeping my speed up until we reached the better 
slopes we’d been anticipating. These offer sharp 
rock faces to the wind, creating reliable lift, but I 
still felt I was wasting good energy every time I 
resisted the temptation to turn in the thermals. 
Finally I asked André how much further he was 
thinking of going. 
“I was afraid you might ask that,” he replied but, 
being a good natured fellow, he led us through a 
turn over Seneca Rocks at 1.10 pm and we 
started to head back north. 
In hindsight, we could have gone a lot further... 
I’ll know better next time. 

THIS PAGE

Need a lift? The Bald Eagle 
Ridge, which sweeps around the 
northern and western edges of the 
Allegheny Range, from 
Williamsburg in the northeast to 
Altoona at its southern tip. Simply 
imagine a cross-wind and it’s easy 
to see how the slopes create such 
a consistent source of lift.

© Courtesy of Tom Knauff 

“...I realised that lunch 
wasn’t going to happen. 
Nor would I be taking any 
photos, as I’d hoped. 

The ride was still rough 
and I was way too busy 
flying.”
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Another adventure

The run north was another adventure. We took a 
more easterly route on the approach to Bedford, 
following a ridge line that swings 90° to the west. 

Where the ridge turns, we had to gain height and 
fly over the top to an unseen ridge further north. 

I’d reduced my groundspeed for this leg. I should 
have been flying faster but holding 80–90 knots 
meant my head didn’t hit the canopy quite as 
often.

Passing Altoona, we negotiated a tricky hook in 
the ridge and flew on up past State College. 

By now I was in more familiar surroundings and 
flew up to the end of the Nittany Ridge, where it 
sweeps around to join the Bald Eagle Ridge. 

A convenient thermal was waiting to lift me over 
the top and up to 6,000 feet, so I could sail over 
to Lock Haven then back onto the Bald Eagle 
Ridge. 

Turning northeast I made for the end of the ridge 
and turned over Williamsport at 4 pm. I decided 
I’d had enough fun for one day headed back 
down the ridge for home. 

As expected, the temperature in the cockpit 
didn’t get much higher than 1°C all day and I 
couldn’t feel my feet.

THIS PAGE

Redline. A topographic map of 
Tony’s 776 km (419 nm) flight 
south out of Pensylvania into West 
Virginia, back north by northeast 
to Williamsburg, then south again 
for a challenging landing at Ridge 
Soaring Gliderport, near State 
College, PA.

There are three tiles – top right, 
top left and lower left. Tap each 
quadrant for a fullscreen view.

Topographic map by Lars Ahlzen et al, 
from TopOSM. Licensed under the 
Creative Commons Attribution-
ShareAlike 2.0 license (CC-BY-SA). 
Click here for details.
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Better than 20 knots, not as good as 5

As I called in on left downwind for runway 25 the 
winds over the ridge top were still 15–20 knots  
and turbulent. Down in the valley, conditions 
were clear with a 15 knot crosswind. Better than 
20 knots, I thought, but not as good as five. 

I was tossed around as I turned final, but had 
plenty of height and speed to put in full brake  
then reduce that to half as I crossed the end of 
the airfield. 

A good day

Six people flew over 1,000 kilometres that day, 
the longest being 1,481 km at an average speed 
of 135 km/h. I’d covered 776 km in 6.5 hours, for 
an average speed of 114 km/h. 

André ‘iron pants’ Pépin flew for another two 
hours and racked up 1,100 km in total. 

I can’t help thinking what he could have done 
without me hanging onto his tail. 

This story first appeared in the Summer 2010 edition of  
Free Flight, the journal of the Soaring Association of Canada. 

It’s reproduced with the permission of the SAC, and through 
the generosity of Tony Firmin of York Soaring Assocation, 
Toronto, and Tom Knauff of Ridge Soaring Gliderport.

TAP HERE to read more from the Free Flight archive (right 
back to 1968!) and explore the SAC site.

OPPOSITE

Looking up. The epic line of 
Jack’s Mountain, one of the many 
jaw-droppingly beautiful ridge lines 
that arc across Central 
Pennsylvania to make up the 
Allegheny Mountain Range. 

Ridge soaring is usually flown 
at lower altitudes than this 
viewpoint – but the concentration 
required makes taking snapshots 
(and plenty else) all but impossible. 

In fact, the mental effort of 
focusing for a whole day can be 
just as draining as the physical 
work of flying in the boisterous 
updrafts.

© Courtesy of Tom Knauff


